#VIKINGIMPACT

ACHIEVEMENTS

Sam Brody ’10 won the David Lynch Award from the Washington Press Club Foundation for his regional coverage on Congress and his piece on the sugar industry “Preserving the Sweet Life in Minnesota.”

Jrue Holiday ’08 of the New Orleans Pelicans received the March NBA Cares Community Assist Award presented by Kaiser Permanente.

Mayan Lopez ’15 signed with Grossman & Jack Talent in Chicago. Currently, she can be seen in the Netflix movie Handsome and heard in a voiceover for the United Way. Recently, Mayan was featured in the book Next Bold Move and the magazine Inspiring Lives where she talks candidly about overcoming bullying, her parent’s public divorce, and comedy. Mayan performs with her improv group All Inclusive Gang at Second City in Chicago.

#VIKINGFAMILY

BABIES

Ashley Baker Dolieslager ’00 and Duane Dolieslager welcomed their fourth son, Donovan James, in November 2016. Pictured with three brothers (1).

Matthew Matsumoto ’06 and Haley Matsumoto welcomed their second son, James McClane Matsumoto, born June 3, 2017. Pictured together with older brother Jackson (2).

Andrew Leff ’03 and CH faculty member Malerie Leff welcomed their second child, Veda Drew Leff (3), born March 12, 2017.

Molly Wolf Frysh ’07 and Dan Frysh welcomed their first child, Shane Noah Frysh (4), born May 1, 2016.

Ally Pony ’06 and Will Dean welcomed their first child, Olivia Rose Dean (5), born March 14, 2017.

Supria Rosner ’96 and Jake Buczko welcomed their first child, Josh Jagan Buczko (6), born September 16, 2016.


IN MEMORY

Cameron Burton ’10 passed away while serving in the Peace Corps in Malawi on March 20, 2017.